
Abstract. Background/Aim: To investigate whether a
radiomic machine learning (ML) approach employing
texture-analysis (TA) features extracted from primary tumor
lesions (PTLs) is able to predict tumor grade (TG) and nodal
status (NS) in patients with oropharyngeal (OP) and oral
cavity (OC) squamous-cell carcinoma (SCC). Patients and
Methods: Contrast-enhanced CT images of 40 patients with
OP and OC SCC were post-processed to extract TA features
from PTLs. A feature selection method and different ML
algorithms were applied to find the most accurate subset of
features to predict TG and NS. Results: For the prediction of
TG, the best accuracy (92.9%) was achieved by Naïve Bayes
(NB), bagging of NB and K Nearest Neighbor (KNN). For
the prediction of NS, J48, NB, bagging of NB and boosting
of J48 overcame the accuracy of 90%. Conclusion: A
radiomic ML approach applied to PTLs is able to predict TG
and NS in patients with OC and OP SCC.

Cancers of the oral cavity (OC) and oropharynx (OP)
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) arise from the uppermost part
of the digestive tract with a reported incidence of 2.1% and

1%, respectively (1), causing significant mortality and
morbidity despite the fact that clinical advances enable their
early diagnosis and treatment. Well recognized risk factors of
cancer of the OC and OP are smoking, alcohol and sexual
behavior (2). Once detected by clinical and/or endoscopic
examination, imaging is required for tumor staging in order to
establish the most appropriate treatment strategy. Surgery is
the first choice at early stages while a combination of
chemotherapy and radiotherapy is recommended in advanced
stages (3), depending on tumor size and the presence of
metastatic lymph-nodes. The surgical approach consists of
primary tumor resection and neck dissection. In particular, the
type of neck dissection (selective vs. comprehensive) is
defined on the basis of pre-operative N stage (4). The presence
of metastatic lymph-nodes is considered the single most
important negative predicting factor, reducing, when present,
overall 5-year survival by 50%. Along with nodal status,
tumor grade is reported as an independent predictor of distant
metastases, also associated with recurrence after surgery (5)
and affecting overall survival (6). Both nodal status and tumor
grade play a role in determining patients who may benefit
from systemic treatment (7). In this setting, additionally to
ultrasound, CT and MR, advanced imaging techniques (i.e.
perfusion and diffusion weighted imaging), have been
employed to identify non-enlarged, positive lymph-nodes in
head and neck cancer patients (8-10). However, even if
promising, the role of these new modalities has still to be
established. Texture analysis (TA) is a post-processing
imaging technique that has the potential to provide data on
tumor biology by the extraction of quantitative features
reflecting image heterogeneity in terms of pixel gray level
value distribution. TA-derived features are categorized as
follows: 1) first-order texture features (histograms of pixel
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intensity levels), reflecting average pixel values and their
distribution; 2) second-order texture features (gray-level co-
occurrence matrices) which describe a pixel joint probability
function within the region of interest; 3) higher-order (run-
length matrices) texture features, reflecting value distribution
of neighboring pixel groups. Differently from first order,
second and higher-order features also contain spatial
information about gray level value distribution. Machine
learning is an application of artificial intelligence that can
develop predictive algorithms using texture features and could
be applied in different fields, from diagnosis to the prediction
of patients’ prognosis and/or response to a specific treatment,
towards a “personalized medicine” (11-14).

When previously employed in head and neck cancer
imaging, TA and machine learning applied to CT, PET or
MR images have been proven to be reliable in predicting
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) status (15, 16), p53 mutation
(17), local treatment (18) as well as patients failure (19) and
overall survival (20). In this respect, we performed a
machine learning analysis using CT-derived TA features in
patients with histologically proven OC and OP SCC, aiming
to assess whether this approach may predict tumor grade and
nodal status.

Patients and methods
This retrospective study was approved by the local Institutional
Review Board and Ethical Committee and written informed consent
was waived.

Patient population. From our database, all consecutive CT
examinations performed between January 2014 and December 2016
for pre-operative staging of patients with clinical diagnosis of head
and neck carcinoma, prior to biopsy, were selected (n=116). Inclusion
criteria were: >18 year-old patients with OC and OP SCC who
underwent a contrast-enhanced CT scan at our Institution, and
subsequently underwent surgical excision and for whom histological
report was available (n=58). Exclusion criteria were the following:
patients with tumor recurrence (n=8); CT images affected by motion
or beam hardening artifacts by dental implants (n=4); CT examinations
in which tumor lesions were not clearly detectable (n=6). Based on
these criteria, 40 patients (21 M, mean age=69±14 years), of which 33
with OC and 7 with OP carcinoma, were finally included. At
histopathological examination, 13 patients were classified as G2 and
27 as G3 lesion. In 19 cases, no metastatic cervical lymph-nodes were
found, while 21 patients presented with metastatic cervical nodal
involvement. Histological features of patient population along with the
employed surgical approach are reported in Table I. The flow-chart for
patient selection is reported in Figure 1.

Pathology. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks of OC and
OP cases were retrieved from the archives of our institution. For each
case, a block of tissue fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin
representative of the tumour was selected and used it to obtain serial
sections. One section was stained with haematoxylin/eosin to confirm
the initial diagnosis (Figure 2); the remaining were used for
immunohistochemical investigation. The histotype was SCC for all

tumors under investigation. Immunohistochemical staining for HPV
status was performed using the p16INK4a monoclonal antibody (E6H4,
Roche Basel, Switzerland), in agreement with both manufacturer’s
recommendations as described previously (21). p16 IHC was scored
as positive if there was strong, homogeneous and diffuse nuclear and
cytoplasmic staining present in greater than 70% of the malignant
cells. All other staining patterns were scored as negative.

CT protocol. All patients underwent CT scans of the head and neck,
performed with a single multidetector CT scanner (Toshiba Multi-Slice
Aquilion 64 system, Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) after
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Table I. Clinical and histological features of patient population.

Patient            Site             p16 status            Surgery                 pTNM

1                 OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT4G2N0
2                 OP SCC               neg               PTR±IND            pT2G3N0
3                 OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4G3N2b
4                 OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND         pT4aG3N2b
5                 OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G2N0
6                 OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G3N0
7                 OP SCC               neg               PTR±IND           pT2G3N2b
8                 OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND           pT2G3N2b
9                 OP SCC               neg               PTR±BND           pT3G3N0
10               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4G3N2a
11               OP SCC               neg               PTR±IND            pT2G3N1
12               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT3G2N0
13               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G3N1
14               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT4G3N0
15               OC SCC                 -                PTR±SLNB          pT1G3N0
16               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4aG2N1
17               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT3G2N0
18               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G3N0
19               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT3G2N0
20               OP SCC               neg               PTR±BND           pT4G3N1
21               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G2N1
22               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           cT4G1N0
23               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G3N1
24               OC SCC                 -                PTR±SLNB          pT1G1N0
25               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT4G3N0
26               OP SCC               neg               PTR±IND             T2G3N0
27               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND           pT2G3N2b
28               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT1G2N2c
29               OP SCC               neg               PTR±BND           pT4G3N0
30               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT4G3N1
31               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4aG3N1
32               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4G3N2c
33               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4G3N2b
34               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT3G2N0
35               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G3N1
36               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND           pT3G2N0
37               OC SCC                 -                  PTR±IND            pT2G3N0
38               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT1G2N2c
39               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4aG3N1
40               OC SCC                 -                 PTR±BND          pT4G3N2c

OC SCC: Oral cavity squamous-cell carcinoma; OP SCC: oropharynx
squamous-cell carcinoma PTR: primary tumor resection; IND:
ipsilateral neck dissection; BND: bilateral neck dissection; SLNB:
sentinel lymph-node biopsy.



intravenous injection of 100 ml of nonionic iodinated contrast medium
[370 mg of iodine per milliliter (Iopamidol), Iopamiro® 370; Bracco
Imaging S.p.A.] at a flow rate of 3 ml/s with imaging delayed until 80
s after initiation of contrast medium injection. Scan parameters were
120 kV; 300 mAs; rotation time=0.5 s; pitch=1; collimation=0.5 mm
using a standard smoothing algorithm for axial image reconstruction;
section thickness=2.5 mm; and intervals=2.5 mm. A 250×250 mm field
of view and 512×512 pixel matrix size were used for an average pixel
size of approximately 0.5×0.5 mm on the x-axis and y-axis and 2.5 mm
on the z-axis. Images were reviewed in soft-tissue algorithms.

Texture analysis. Lesion analysis was performed using an
established image post-processing software (22, 23). CT images
were imported on a dedicated software (ITK-SNAP 3.6.0) for tumor
segmentation (24). Primary tumor lesions were identified on post-
contrast CT images and manually segmented by drawing a
polygonal ROI, further edited with paintbrush tools, excluding
necrotic areas by a radiologist with 7 years’ experience in head and
neck imaging under the supervision of a senior radiologist with 20
years’ experience in head and neck imaging. An example of ROI
positioning is shown in Figure 3. ROIs were analyzed using a
dedicated module on 3DSlicer, version 4.8 (heterogeneity CAD),
extracting a total of 55 first, second and higher order texture-derived
features (25). In particular, the second and last group were
calculated from the Gray-Level Co-occurrence and Run Length
Matrices. A graphical representation of the entire feature set, in the
form of correlation matrix heatmaps for each classification endpoint,
is shown in Figure 4. Then, prediction of tumor grade and nodal
status in terms of presence/absence of cervical metastatic lymph-
nodes (N0 and N+) were tested (26, 27).

Machine learning analysis. In order to apply machine learning
algorithms, the KNIME analytics platform (v. 3.7.1) was employed
due to its widely acknowledged validity and the possible integration
with other software (28-30). As some supervised algorithms can
suffer from an unbalanced dataset, synthetic minority oversample
technique (SMOTE) was first applied, determining an increase of
the number of records till 50 in tumor grade and 42 in nodal status
classification (31, 32). A hold-out was performed in order to split
the population in a training (75%) and a test set (25%); the first one
was used to learn models while the second one was an independent
set of data to test the learned models (33). Then, the combination
of a wrapper method and a 10-folds cross-validation were applied
in order to find the best subset of features that made the accuracy
the highest. Different algorithms were implemented:

• J48 is the Java implementation of the c4.5 decision tree, in which
each node represents a test on an attribute, and each branch the
results of the test and each leaf a class label (34);
• Multilayer perceptron (MLP) belongs to the category of neural
networks, inspired by the composition of a biological neural
network; its structure is made up of an input, hidden and an output
layers, each with a different number of neurons (also defined as
nodes); the training is conducted through the backpropagation
technique (35);
• Naïve Bayes (NB) is a well-known algorithm based on the a priori
probability of Bayes (36);
• K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is an instance-based classifier that
assigns a label to each record taking into consideration the k nearest
neighbor elements; the commonly used distance is the linear
Euclidean one (37).
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Figure 1. Flow-chart of patient selection. SCC: Squamous cell carcinoma, OC: oral cavity, OP: oropharynx.



Ensembles of the previous algorithms were also employed,
particularly bagging and boosting. Bagging is useful to reduce
variance, avoid overfitting of the model, improve the stability and
accuracy of algorithms (38). The most famous boosting approach is
called Adaboost and it converts weak learners into stronger ones
through a target selection of features and a significant reduction of
variance in supervised algorithms (39). A wide range of evaluation
metrics is present in literature; in this study accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity and area under the curve receiving operating characteristic
(AUROC) were considered to compare the results (40). AUROC is a

qualitative metric for binary classification between 0 and +1 where
0.5 represents the accuracy of a random guess.

Statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics were performed using the
statistical package for social science (SPSS) software (version 24,
IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The normal distribution of quantitative
TA features was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Accordingly,
unpaired t-test and Mann Whitney-U-test were performed to compare
each TA feature between G2 and G3 as well as between N0 and N+
cases. A p-value≤0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Figure 2. (A) Oral squamous cell carcinoma: H&E-stained tissue sections demonstrated a poorly differentiated, infiltrating carcinoma (hematoxylin-
eosin, original magnification ×40). (B) A latero-cervical lymph node metastasis from the primary tumor in A (hematoxylin-eosin, original
magnification ×40).
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Figure 4. Feature correlation matrices represented as hierarchically-clustered heatmaps in relation to tumor grade prediction (A), nodal status
presence (B) and to N stage definition (C).

Figure 3. Examples of tumor segmentation. Axial contrast-enhanced CT images of oral cavity (A) and oropharynx (C) tumor lesions, along with
the corresponding hand-drawn regions of interest (superimposed in red; B, D), positioned excluding necrotic areas (arrows).



Results

Machine learning analysis. Performances of all algorithms for
classification of tumor grade and nodal status are reported in
Tables II and III, respectively. Regarding the classification of
tumor grade, the best accuracy was achieved by NB and
bagging of NB and KNN (92.9%) while the highest AUROC
was obtained by NB, bagging of J48 and KNN, boosting of J48
that were all over 0.900. Concerning the classification of nodal
status, J48 and NB, bagging of NB, boosting of J48 overcame
the accuracy of 90.0% while the highest AUCROC was
reached by J48 and KNN (both 0.900), bagging of J48 and
KNN (respectively, 0.917 and 0.900), boosting of J48 and NB
(0.900). Table IV shows all the features selected by the wrapper
method per each algorithm, while Figure 5 summarizes the
occurrence of the most frequent features (calculated over a total
of 2 prediction and 12 algorithms). 

Statistical evaluation. At unpaired t-test, short-run emphasis
(SRE) was statistically different (p=0.007) between G2 and
G3 patients. SRE was also statistically different between N0
and N+ patients along with Skewness (p=0.05), and
run_percentage (RP) (p=0.01). At Mann-Whitney U-test a
statistically significant difference was observed between G2
and G3 patients for Maximum_Intensity (p=0.23), SRE
(0.005) and long-run_low_gray-level_emphasis (LRLGLE)
(p=0.036) as well as between N0 and N1 patients in terms
of Maximum_probability (p=0.034) and RP (p=0.023).

Discussion

According to our results, machine learning analysis applied
to CT-derived TA features extracted from primary tumor
lesions was useful to accurately predict tumor grade and

nodal status in patients with OC and OP SCC with a
diagnostic accuracy of 92.9% and an overall good quality of
the models, as proven by the high values of AUCROC. In
predicting tumor grade, the application of boosting was
successful not only with J48 and MLP (which is expected as
they are unstable classifiers), but also with KNN which
showed an improvement through the application of bagging,
despite being a stable classifier. On the nodal status side, the
application of ensemble methods was not successful as in the
previous case. This issue is probably related to the small
sample size; yet, they cannot lessen the overall high results
obtained by this pilot investigation. Regarding TA features
employed, those selected belonged to either first, second and
higher order with the most frequently selected (i.e. SRE and
LRLGLE) also resulting statistically different at descriptive
statistic. Several studied previously investigated the
usefulness of TA applied to CT images in predicting
histological grade in solid tumors. Indeed, TA was found
helpful in predicting tumor grade in lung adenocarcinoma
and pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor (41-43). In detail, CT
was useful for predicting grade 2/3 pancreatic
neuroendocrine tumors using not only imaging findings, but
also CT TA features variables such as sphericity, skewness
and kurtosis (42). Similarly, CT TA were found predictive of
pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor aggressiveness and
possibly useful to identify patients at risk of early disease
progression after surgical resection (41). Furthermore, Liu et
al. extracted TA features from contrast-enhanced CT images
of patients with lung adenocarcinoma that were useful in
predicting pathologic grade (43). Regarding the assessment
of lymph node status, a 70% in diagnostic accuracy of
classifying benign and malignant mediastinal lymph nodes
in lung cancer patients has been described using TA features
extracted by unenhanced CT images (44). Similarly,
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Table II. Tumor grade classification.

G2/G3             Algorithms  Accuracy   Sensitivity   Specificity   AUCROC

No ensemble        J48            78.6            85.7            71.4            0.888
                           MLP           78.6            85.7            71.4            0.816
                             NB            92.9            85.7          100.0            0.980
                           KNN           78.6            71.4            85.7            0.878
Bagging               J48            78.6            85.7            71.4            0.939
                           MLP           71.4            85.7            57.1            0.852
                             NB            92.9            85.7          100.0            0.857
                           KNN           92.9         100.0            85.7            0.939
Adaboost              J48            85.7            85.7            85.7            0.939
                           MLP           85.7            71.4          100.0            0.878
                             NB            78.6            85.7            71.4            0.827
                           KNN           85.7            85.7            85.7            0.867

MLP: Multilayer perception; NB: naïve Bayes; KNN: nearest neighbor;
AUCROC: area under the curve receiving operating characteristic.

Table III. Nodal involvement classification.

N0/N1             Algorithms  Accuracy   Sensitivity   Specificity   AUCROC

No ensemble        J48            90.9            80.0          100.0            0.900
                           MLP           72.7            60.0            83.3            0.800
                             NB            90.9          100.0            83.3            0.867
                           KNN           81.8          100.0            66.7            0.900
Bagging               J48            81.8            80.0            83.3            0.917
                           MLP           72.7          100.0            50.0            0.833
                             NB            92.9            85.7          100.0            0.857
                           KNN           72.7          100.0            50.0            0.900
Adaboost              J48            90.9            80.0          100.0            0.900
                           MLP           72.7            80.0            66.7            0.650
                             NB            81.8            60.0          100.0            0.900
                           KNN           72.7            60.0            83.3            0.717

MLP: Multilayer perception; NB: naïve Bayes; KNN: nearest neighbor;
AUCROC: area under the curve receiving operating characteristic.



Andersen and colleagues found a statistically significant
difference between CT TA features of benign and malignant
lymph nodes in patients with non-small cells lung carcinoma
(45). TA has been also applied to ultrasound images,
showing a diagnostic accuracy of 98.8% in classifying

tumor-free and metastatic cervical lymph nodes in patients
with papillary thyroid carcinoma (46). Differently from our
study, these authors extracted TA features directly from
detected lymph nodes on CT or ultrasound images.
According to our experience, useful data on nodal status
could be obtained even from the primary tumor mass,
probably related to tumor heterogeneity and aggressiveness.
Both tumor grade and nodal status are well recognized
prognostic factors in terms of presence/absence of distant
metastasis and overall survival in head and neck cancer
patients. As a consequence, providing pre-treatment data
concerning tumor grade and the possibility of lymph node
status using a routinely used imaging technique may have a
significant impact on therapeutic strategies and clinical
outcome. Previous studies also analyzed the role of texture
analysis applied to CT and MR imaging in head and neck
cancer patients. Recently, first-order MR texture analysis
applied to both primary tumor and lymph-nodes was found
useful to predict extracapsular nodal spread in patients with
OC SCC (47). Furthermore, TA has been previously applied
on CT images to assess its reliability in predicting HPV
status (15, 16). The authors found statistically significant
differences in texture features between HPV positive and
negative patients with OP tumors, thus suggesting this
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Table IV. Selected texture analysis features for each algorithm.

                      Algorithms  Features in G                   Features in N 
                                          classification                    classification

No ensemble        J48        •  Gray levels                    •  SRE
                                          •  Median intensity           •  LRLGLE
                                          •  Standard deviation
                                          •  Surface area mm2
                                          •  GLN
                           MLP       •  Energy                           •  GLN
                                          •  Minimum intensity       •  LRLGLE
                                          •  Skewness
                                          •  Autocorrelation
                                          •  Cluster prominence
                                          •  Variance GLCM
                                          •  SRE
                                          •  LRLGLE
                            NB        •  Mean intensity              •  Mean intensity
                                          •  Surface area mm2           •  Skewness
                                          •  Sum variance                •  Surface area mm2
                                          •  SRE                               •  RP
                                          •  LRLGLE                       •  LRLGLE
                           KNN       •  Mean intensity              •  Skewness
                                                                                    •  Cluster shade
                                                                                    •  SRE
                                                                                    •  LGLRE
Bagging               J48        •  Median intensity           •  Range
                                          •  Mean deviation             •  LRLGLE
                                          •  Root mean square
                                          •  Kurtosis
                                          •  Homogeneity2
                                          •  Maximum probability
                                          •  LRHGLE
                           MLP       •  Mean deviation             •  Skewness
                                          •  Kurtosis                         •  Cluster shade
                                          •  Homogeneity2              •  Contrast
                                          •  IDMN
                                          •  SRE
                                          •  LRE
                                          •  LRHGLE
                            NB        •  Entropy                          •  Entropy
                                          •  Root mean square         •  Root mean square
                                          •  Surface area mm2         •  Surface area mm2
                                          •  SRE                               •  SRE
                                          •  RP                                  •  RP
                                          •  LRLGL                          •  LRLGLE
                           KNN       •  Entropy                          •  Uniformity
                                          •  Maximum intensity      •  Cluster shade
                                          •  Surface area mm2           •  Contrast
                                          •  SRE                               •  Sum variance
                                          •  LRE                               •  LRLGLE
                                          •  LGLRE
                                          •  LRLGLE

                      Algorithms  Features in G                   Features in N 
                                          classification                    classification

Adaboost             J48        •  Median intensity           •  Mean intensity
                                          •  Root mean square         •  Skewness
                                          •  Cluster shade                •  Cluster tendency
                                          •  SRE                               •  SRE
                                                                                    •  LRLGLE
                           MLP       •  Mean intensity              •  Kurtosis
                                          •  SRE                               •  SRE
                                          •  RP                                  •  RLN
                                          •  LRLGLE                       •  LRLGLE
                            NB        •  Root mean square         •  Kurtosis
                                          •  Kurtosis                         •  SRE
                                          •  Surface area mm2           •  LRLGLE
                                          •  Homogeneity1
                                          •  Maximum probability
                                          •  SRE
                                          •  SRLGLE
                                          •  LRLGLE
                           KNN       •  Autocorrelation             •  Uniformity
                                          •  Cluster tendency           •  LRLGLE
                                          •  Variance GLCM
                                          •  LRE
                                          •  HGLRE
                                          •  LRLGLE

MLP: Multilayer perceptron; NB: naïve Bayes; KNN: nearest neighbor;
AUCROC: area under the curve receiving operating characteristic.



technique as an adjunct to the evaluation of HPV status. The
potential of radiomics applied to PET-CT and CT images has
been also reported in assessing the risk of specific tumor
outcomes, in terms of locoregional recurrence and distant
metastases (19). In a recent study, Dang and colleagues
analyzed MR images of 16 patients with OP carcinoma using
TA, showing a diagnostic accuracy of 80% in predicting p53
status (17). Regarding the employment of TA in predicting
head and neck patients’ outcome, pre-treatment CT images
of 62 patients with head and neck cancer who underwent
chemo-radiotherapy were analyzed in a recent study (18),
showing that CT texture parameters were associated with
local failure. Similarly, a population of 72 patients with head
and neck carcinoma candidate to induction chemotherapy
was evaluated using CT texture and histogram analysis of the
primary tumor mass to predict the prognosis (20). The
authors found that CT texture and histogram analysis
parameters were associated with overall survival. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study assessing tumor
grade and lymph-node status in head and neck cancer
patients using CT images. Our investigation expands the
current knowledge about the use of TA and ML in head and
neck cancer patients showing that such an approach, applied
to primary tumor lesions, allows for accurate prediction not
only of tumor grade but also of nodal status. A personalized,
even more aggressive surgical approach could be, therefore,
proposed. The major limitation of our study is the small
sample size that: a) enabled us to prove the feasibility of

many machine learning algorithms in this context without
identifying one best algorithm; and b) did not allow to
further stratify the N status and particularly to identify N2c
patients with contralateral metastatic lymph-nodes. Thus,
future multicenter studies are strongly needed to confirm our
preliminary findings. 

In conclusion, ML analysis using contrast-enhanced CT
TA applied to primary tumor lesions in patients with OC and
OP may represent a reliable tool in predicting tumor grade
and nodal status; it could also have a role in establishing the
most appropriate surgical strategies and identifying high-risk
patients.
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Figure 5. Histograms representing the most frequently selected features for both tumor grade and nodal status classifications. LRLGLE: Long-
run_low_gray-level_emphasis; SRE: short-run_emphasis.
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